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The spin waves in the multi-k antiferromagnet, USb, soften and become quasielastic well below
the AFM ordering temperature, TN . This occurs without a magnetic or structural transition. It has
been suggested that this change is in fact due to de-phasing of the different multi-k components:
a switch from 3-k to 1-k behaviour. In this work, we use inelastic neutron scattering with tri-
directional polarisation analysis to probe the quasielastic magnetic excitations and reveal that the
3-k structure does not de-phase. More surprisingly, the paramagnetic correlations also maintain the
same clear phase correlations well above TN (up to at least 1.4 TN ). This precursor regime has not
been observed before in a multi-k system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 5f electrons in uranium-based compounds often
show both localized and itinerant behaviour. At low tem-
peratures, the rocksalt USb looks like a well-localized 3-k
antiferromagnet (TN = 213 K) with clearly defined spin
waves.
The anisotropy of the spin wave polarization crucially

established USb as a multi-k structure, as opposed to
a multidomain single-k magnet1. The 3-k structure is
made up of equivalent wavevectors of the form [0 0 1]
that add to give spins (which reside on the uranium sites)
pointing along local 〈1 1 1〉-type directions. Within each
(0 0 1) plane, the fluctuations of the spins from the equi-
librium positions have transverse and longitudinal com-
ponents with respect to the wavevector of the propagat-
ing excitation. For the lower energy mode, the precession
of the transverse components is out-of-phase and the cor-
responding inelastic neutron scattering signal vanishes,
whereas the precession of the longitudinal components
occurs in-phase and the mode appears to be longitudi-
nally polarized: this forms the acoustic mode. For the
higher energy optical mode, the opposite situation occurs
and the mode appears as a transverse one.
However, above a temperature T ∗ ≈ 150 K (∼

0.75 TN) inside the AFM phase, previous studies have
shown evidence of changes in the spin wave charac-
teristics. As the material approaches T ∗, the acous-
tic spin-wave mode becomes heavily damped and col-
lapses in energy2, with the associated spectral weight
remaining finite up to TN . Puzzlingly, there is no struc-
tural or magnetic phase transition associated with this
mode softening, and cubic symmetry is preserved at
all temperatures3,4. µSR measurements5 find a distinct
change in the relaxation rate at T ∗, with resistivity data
detecting a maximum at this temperature4,6.
It has been suggested that this change-over and col-

lapse of the spin waves is due to de-phasing of the indi-
vidual Fourier components making up the 3-k phase5.
Clear observation of this de-phasing has remained elu-

sive: the µSR studies are difficult to interpret and lack
spatial information5, whilst neutron scattering experi-
ments with uni-directional polarization analysis probe
the total projection of the magnetisation onto the plane
perpendicular to the scattering vector Q and so are un-
able to resolve changes in a specific polarization compo-
nent.
Recently, inelastic neutron scattering experiments with

tri-directional polarization analysis have been able to un-
ambiguously confirm the 3-k nature in some materials7,8.
By judicious choice of neutron polarisation directions rel-
ative to the scattering vector and the underlying crys-
tal axes, the scattered intensity is generated by differ-
ent components of the magnetization fluctuation opera-
tor and allows insight into spin-wave excitations in these
high symmetry, complex magnetic structures9.
The aim of this work is therefore to use this technique

to measure the inelastic spectrum from below T ∗, where
there are well defined spin waves, to above TN , where
there is only quasielastic scattering. By monitoring the
change with temperature of the different neutron polari-
sation channels, and hence polarization of magnetic fluc-
tuations that are particular to the 3-k structure, this
gives a clear way to test whether the de-phasing occurs.

II. EXPERIMENT

USb has an fcc NaCl structure (a = 6.197 Å) and the
sample was aligned to access the (1 0 0)-(0 1 0) scattering
plane. Only the spin flip (SF ) channel was measured in
order to exclude phonon contributions and detect mag-
netic scattering at Q = (1, 1, 0) (this magnetic Bragg
peak arises from the nuclear zone center at (1 1 1) minus
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Typical inelastic polarised neutron
spectra from USb at low temperatures (50 K), along the x,
y and z neutron polarization axes (defined in text), adapted
from reference 8. The ySF and zSF channels are able to pick
out the acoustic and optical modes, respectively. The total
magnetic signal is measured in the xSF channel. Inset: a
schematic of the sample-polarization geometry.

the magnetic propagation vector (0 0 1)). We define the
xSF neutron polarisation direction as parallel to Q (i.e.
in the [1 1 0] direction) and it is sensitive to the total
magnetic fluctuations in the plane perpendicular to Q.
ySF and zSF polarisation channels are along the [1̄ 1 0]
and [0 0 1] crystal directions, respectively. The former
probes the component of the magnetization fluctuations
along [0 0 1], the latter along [1̄ 1 0].
As in the previous work by Magnani et al. in this

geometry8, the ySF neutrons select the acoustic mode
exclusively (as they are sensitive to magnetic fluctuation
in the 〈0 0 1〉-type directions), whilst the zSF channel
selects the optical magnon (sensitive to magnetic fluctu-
ations along [1̄ 1 0]) (see Fig. 1). Note that although the
measurements are at a Q where the Bragg peak is gen-
erated by one component, the magnetic fluctuations are
sensitive to the total ordered moment, which are along
〈1 1 1〉 in the 3-k state.
Below T*, where the 3-k structure has well defined spin

waves, the ySF/zSF intensity ratio will be equal to some
maximal value (equal to the flipping ratio, determined
by the incident neutron polarisation). However, for spins
pointing along the local 〈1 1 1〉-directions in the absence
of any phase relationship, the ratio of ySF/zSF will tend

to
√
2 (due to projections of the spins onto the chosen

polarisation axes).
This setup can unambiguously resolve the optical and

acoustic modes into the different polarization channels
and so makes it ideal for testing the de-phasing hy-
pothesis above T*, where there are no clearly defined
spin waves and the spectral weight becomes quasielastic.
Therefore, if the Fourier components de-phase, the rela-
tive integrated intensities in the ySF and zSF channels
must also change.

Polarized neutron measurements were made using a
Helmholtz coils setup on the triple-axis spectrometer
IN22 at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble. The flip-
ping ratio was 13.7 in the x, y and z channels and the
energy resolution was 0.56 meV full width half maximum
at the (1, 1, 0) elastic position. The inelastic polarized
spectrum was measured at Q = (1, 1, 0) from -2 to 13
meV (we focussed on the acoustic mode only). We mea-
sured in fixed final energy mode (kf = 2.662 Å−1) and at
nine temperatures: from 40 K to 300 K (from below T*,
to above TN ). A single crystal (7 g) of USb was used,
the same as in the study by Magnani et al.8.
All inelastic spectra were fitted using the same three

components: i) a two-pole Lorentzian function (for pos-
itive and negative energy transfer, details can be found
in reference 10) weighted by the Bose distribution and
convoluted with the instrumental resolution function; ii)
an elastic component, centred about the zero of energy,
convoluted with the resolution function; iii) a constant
background term.

III. RESULTS

A proxy for the AFM order parameter as a function
of temperature was obtained by measuring the elastic
(1, 1, 0) Bragg intensity and the results are shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 2. The effect of extinction is clearly
present at the lowest temperatures and no correction for
this was made.
The Néel temperature (TN = 216.8±0.8 K) and critical

exponent (β = 0.33 ± 0.06) were extracted, matching
published values3,11,12.
Inelastic spectra were obtained in the temperature

range 40 to 300 K at Q = (1, 1, 0). At low temperatures,
a well defined spin wave was measured in the xSF and
ySF channels, that broadened and became quasielastic
around T ∗ [see Fig. 3(a) & 3(b)], in excellent quanti-
tative agreement with previous results2,8. We note that
in the zSF channel, there is a small amount of narrow
quasielastic broadening at 150 K (and also at 120 K, not
shown), which is absent at 40 K. Although fits to this fea-
ture and extraction of the integrated intensity were un-
successful, because of the relatively strong elastic signal;
there is a clear quasielastic contribution in the zSF which
is present above leakthrough (see dashed-dotted line in
Fig. 3). The origin of this scattering is as yet unknown.
One possibility might be magnetic domain wall motion
appearing in all polarisation channels, which freezes out
below T∗.
Figure 3(c) shows the inelastic polarized neutron spec-

trum above T ∗ and is characteristic of all spectra in the
range T ∗ to TN : centred about zero energy transfer is the
AFM elastic Bragg peak and a smaller broad quasielastic
contribution.
Here, the intensity in the tails is much greater in the

ySF channel compared to the zSF channel. This relation-
ship was also observed at 170 K with Q = (1.2, 1.2, 0),
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FIG. 2. Upper panel: (1, 1, 0) Bragg integrated intensity
(blue circles) and the extracted elastic intensities from fitted
spectra (red squares) serve as a proxy for the AFM order pa-
rameter (fitted with critical exponent - black curve). Inset:
log-log plot of the (1, 1, 0) intensity against reduced tem-
perature. Lower panel: spectra were fitted with elastic and
quasielastic components and the ratio of these integrated in-
tensities is plotted vs. temperature. The ratio of the elastic
components exactly follows the expected behaviour for the
ordered 3-k state, whereas a value of the ratio between the
quasielastic channels greater than

√

2 indicates 3-k correla-
tions.

where magnon-phonon coupling can be safely ignored.
The large differences in intensities between the different
polarisation components means that the Fourier compo-
nents do not fully de-phase above T ∗.

The spectra above TN [e.g. see Fig. 3(d)] no longer
shows an elastic contribution from the magnetic Bragg
peak and quasielastic broadening is all that remains. Sur-
prisingly, the broad tails show the polarisation condi-
tions remain the same above TN , with greater spectral
weight in the ySF channel relative to zSF. This noticeable
anisotropy between the ySF and zSF channels implies
phase correlations remain present even in the absence of
static magnetic order up to T = 1.4 TN .

The quasielastic behaviour can be studied by extract-
ing the fit parameters and the results are shown in Fig. 4.
Due to the large elastic signal, the magnitude of the zSF
quasielastic components could only be reliably extracted
at elevated temperatures where the elastic response is
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FIG. 3. Inelastic polarized neutron spectra from the (110) re-
flection at different temperatures with the experimental data
as solid points (with error bars) and lines showing fits to the
data. Figures 3(a) & 3(b) show the spin waves in the xSF
and ySF channels only, which broaden and collapse towards
the elastic line with increasing temperature. Figures 3(c) and
3(d) show that the Fourier components do not fully de-phase
above T ∗ and TN , respectively. The black dash-dotted line
shows an estimate of the polarisation leakthrough (calculated
from the flipping ratio) from the xSF into the zSF channel,
showing there is a finite quasielastic component above 40 K.

diminished.
Around TN in the ySF channel, the quasielastic in-

tegrated intensity diverges and the width becomes nar-
rower. This behaviour is expected and has been previ-
ously reported2. However, the quasielastic features in the
zSF channel are strikingly different: the feature is much
narrower and does not change on passing through the
Néel temperature. This feature will be discussed in more
detail later.
For comparison, it is useful to consider the ratio of the

ySF spectral weight divided by the zSF spectral weight.
This ratio, split into elastic and quasielastic contribu-
tions, is shown as a function of temperature in the lower
panel of Fig. 2.
Below TN , the elastic ratio reaches a maximal value

(determined by the incident beam polarization), indicat-
ing that the zSF elastic intensity is due to leak-through
only. Above TN , where there is only a small non-zero
elastic component to the fit, the elastic scattering equals
the value of

√
2, as expected for incoherent magnetic scat-

tering from spins randomly pointing along local 〈1 1 1〉
directions. The clear agreement of the elastic fit compo-
nent with theory, indicates the data is well parametrized
and the remaining signal is solely quasielastic magnetic
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FIG. 4. Upper panel: extracted quasielastic integrated in-
tensities. The quasielastic signal develops only above T ∗ and
shows divergent behaviour as expected around TN in the ySF
channel, however this is not seen in the zSF intensity. Lower
panel: HWHM of the quasielastic signal, where again critical
behaviour is seen in the ySF but not in the zSF (the instru-
mental resolution is shown by the dashed horizontal line).

scattering.
Above T ∗ in the quasielastic channel, the unequal in-

tensities between the ySF and zSF channels mean that
polarisation conditions are similar to when in the 3-k
state (see Fig. 3). Around TN and above, we are able to
quantify the relative intensities in the quasielastic ratio
and show this phase relationship remains and, whilst de-
creasing slowly, appears robust to ∼100 K above TN (see
lower panel of Fig. 2). The quasielastic signal cannot be
from phonon leakthrough as this spectral weight should
increase with temperature.
This result also confirms that the correlations above

the Néel temperature, seen previously in neutron scat-
tering and bulk measurements, are indeed magnetic in
origin2,4.

IV. DISCUSSION

This discussion contains two parts: the observed be-
haviour between T ∗ and TN , where the spin wave be-
comes quasielastic with sample still AFM ordered, and
the behaviour above TN , where there are correlations
in the neutron polarisation data in the absence of long
range-order.
The collapse of a spin wave mode to zero energy is

often an indicator that a system is unstable against fluc-
tuations and an associated magnetic phase transition is
nearby - a feature seen in many materials. It is therefore

unusual that on approaching T ∗, no transition is seen -
either in the specific heat data or in the nuclear or mag-
netic structure2–4. A possible explanation for this change
is that the spins, making up the 3-k structure, de-phase
with one another. We have been able to test this hypoth-
esis using polarized neutrons and conclude that it does
not occur.

We attribute a non-
√
2 value of the quasielastic ratio

(i.e. greater than expected intensity in the ySF over
the zSF channel) as evidence for 3-k correlations. This
interpretation is in good agreement with theoretical and
experimental results at low temperatures1,8 and can be
generalized to higher temperatures. Hence, if the spins
are uncorrelated or de-phase with one another, then the
ratio should tend to

√
2. Conversely if some correlation

persists, the ratio should be greater than
√
2.

Whilst we are unable to explain the cause of the mode
softening at T ∗, we suggest understanding of the be-
haviour may rely on the itinerant-local duality found
in many 5f electron systems. In particular we point
towards a more itinerant picture of USb, considering
the quasielastic nature of the spin waves. Whilst much
work has been done on measuring and modelling the low
temperature behaviour (e.g. dHvA, SDFT, etc.13–15),
more study is needed to understand the high tempera-
ture behaviour4,16.

We note that polarized inelastic neutron scattering is
unable to discern whether any partial de-phasing is due
to a mixture of fully phase-locked and fully de-phased 3-k
structure or partial de-phasing of the whole magnet; how-
ever, one would not expect a coexistence of locked and
unlocked spins considering the large temperature range
over which this behaviour is seen (∼ 60 K).

At low temperatures, the physical properties of USb
are very well described by a mean-field model where the
electrons are localized and the exchange interaction dom-
inates, thus generating large magnetic moments pointing
along the cubic cell diagonal. On the other hand, the
ARPES band structure seems more consistent with an
interpretation based on itinerant electrons16. The pos-
sible transition toward a larger degree of itinerancy at
high temperatures might also help to explain some pecu-
liar bulk properties, such as the resistivity peak4,6 cor-
responding to T ∗. The spin wave becoming quasielastic
at T ∗ is clearly an indication that the transition between
the localized exchange levels, which gives rise to the ob-
served excitations, can no longer be understood from a
mean-field point of view at such high temperatures. If
so, and considering that the present work disproves both
the dephasing hypothesis and any involvement of inter-
actions with phonons, it seems natural to propose that
the softening is linked to a higher degree of itinerancy,
which could reduce the value of the magnetic moment,
broaden the spin-wave transition and therefore also lower
its energy range.

The measurements above the Néel temperature are
also striking and unexpected. As the material exits the
ordered AFM phase, there is little change in the zSF
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quasielastic scattering and the ySF :zSF ratio remains
distinctly different from

√
2 (see lower panel of Fig. 2).

This suggests that even in the absence of long-range or-
der, the spins maintain a strong, partial phase relation-
ship with one another. Indeed, the presence of these
phase correlations may indeed be important in forming
the multi-k state in USb.

It should be noted that this precursor regime (above
TN) shows persistent 3-k-like correlations, which have
not been previously reported. It is surprising that these
correlations should extend to such high temperatures;
particularly as it is the fourth order terms in a Landau
free energy expansion that are needed to stabilize the 3-k
over the single-k state.

It could be interesting to realize whether the strong
exchange interaction, which dominates at low tempera-
tures, is itself pushing the system toward stronger local-
ization or if the magnetic properties are simply reflecting
the effect of another driving force. The peculiar prop-
erties of the 3-k structure allow us to observe directly
the magnetic response of the itinerant states in the zSF
channel which, remarkably, does not show any critical be-
haviour at TN . At a glance, the interplay between these
itinerant states and the localized moment seems some-
what indirect, with the appearance of the former linked
to T ∗ and the disappearance of the latter linked to TN ;

on the other hand, the effect of the exchange interaction
on the high-temperature behaviour is still clearly visible
in the strong phase correlations.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The inelastic spectra of the multi-k antiferromagnet
USb have been explored using polarised neutrons, across
a broad range of temperatures. At the lowest temper-
atures, we observe a well defined localised 3-k magnet.
However, tri-directional polarisation analysis has shown
that, contrary to prediction, the Fourier components do
not de-phase above T ∗. The cause of the spin wave soft-
ening at T ∗ still remains an open question.
Surprisingly, USb maintains phase correlations to at

least 1.4 TN in its quasielastic excitations, despite pos-
sessing no long range magnetic order. This precursor re-
gion above the Néel temperature is unexpected but may
be important for the formation of the 3-k state in USb.
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